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Cyber Security
We at CTS belive that a proactive cyber
strategy that includes the necessary
methodology for internal & external
security monitoring, threat detection
andDW
management
is required
for today’s
:H
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VoIP

LQWHUQDO    H[WHUQDO VHFXULW\ PRQLWRULQJ WKUHDW
GHWHFWLRQDQGPDQDJHPHQWLVUHTXLUHGIRUWRGD\ȇV
FRPSOH[
GLJLWDODQG
VFDSH to provide high quality IP based IT
With a focused
approach

solutions & services to serve the telecommunication industry,
We offer stable, robust and customized end-to-end SIP based
VoIP solutions to Telecom service providers to roll out their
business operations successfully in any part of the world.
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Open source intelligence solution is implemented by CTS as a response
to the growing threat of cyber attacks. It automates the process of
information-gathering by thoroughly and quickly exploring the
open-source information on the web such as social media networks,
news networks, websites, blogs, other Internet sources and deep web.
This cluttered data extracted by OSINT Monitor is
stored and processed into noise free quality data
on Agencies local Database and converts it into
valuable insights to improve situational awareness
and to help in crime prevention. It will be of great
use for Government Security Agencies, organizations
and companies to effectively gain valuable
insights.

SUCCESS STORIES
The envisioned Client Property Evaluation
System is designed to address the business and
operational functions of a Real Estate Company.
The application is web-based integrated with
Google Earth to enhance the effectiveness of
the system.
The CPES will providecomprehensive analyses
of properties, including ownership information,
sales history, a list of recent market sales
transactions and an estimate of market value
calculated using market-tested methods for
valuing property.

We have addressed best practices for modernizing
operations and put our talents to work for airport
authorities to optimize all the operations. The
system automates processing and managing the
entry at international airports of women workers
coming to work in a Country which was otherwise
a very complicated process.
It’s a web based application to enable authorized
users to access information organization wide
replace the manual processes used by the Department
(Women’s section) to manage the flow of transactions,
documents and communications with in the
organization.

SUCCESS STORIES

One of the Government agency aimed to migrate
and replace the client/server applications to
web-based in order to accelerate the process of
collecting the data from the private sector for
further analysis.
CTS was tasked to build the largest integrated
secure electronic information system that collects
the data from all the private sectors like Car
rental companies and offices,hotels, furnished
apartments,Gold and Jewelry Stores,Real estate
companies etc.and stores it into unified database.
The collected data is monitored against the
blacklisted individuals and an alarm is raised to
Security Experts on finding individual that they
want to Monitor that helps to serve their national
security concerns.
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